Weak values allow the measurement of observables associated with noncommuting operators. Up to now, position-momentum weak values have been mainly developed for (relativistic) photons. In this Letter, a proposal for the measurement of such weak values in typical electronic devices is presented. Inspired by the Ramo-Shockley-Pellegrini theorem that provides a relation between current and electron velocity, it is shown that the displacement current measured in multiterminal configurations can provide either a weak measurement of the momentum or strong measurement of position. This proposal opens new opportunities for fundamental and applied physics with state-ofthe-art electronic technology. As an example, a setup for the measurement of the Bohmian velocity of (nonrelativistic) electrons is presented and tested with numerical experiments.
Weak values allow the measurement of observables associated with noncommuting operators. Up to now, position-momentum weak values have been mainly developed for (relativistic) photons. In this Letter, a proposal for the measurement of such weak values in typical electronic devices is presented. Inspired by the Ramo-Shockley-Pellegrini theorem that provides a relation between current and electron velocity, it is shown that the displacement current measured in multiterminal configurations can provide either a weak measurement of the momentum or strong measurement of position. This proposal opens new opportunities for fundamental and applied physics with state-ofthe-art electronic technology. As an example, a setup for the measurement of the Bohmian velocity of (nonrelativistic) electrons is presented and tested with numerical experiments.
Introduction.-Nowadays, there is a rapidly growing interest in weak measurements and weak values [1] [2] [3] [4] , both from fundamental and applied points of view. Since weak values (a weak measurement postselected by a strong measurement) provide information on incompatible observables associated with noncommuting operators, relevant topics of quantum mechanics, such as the tunneling times [5] , Hardy's paradox [6, 7] , Leggett-Garg inequalities [8, 9] , and quantum amplification [10] [11] [12] , are being revisited. Especially attractive is the simultaneous measurement of position and momentum: a set of weak measurements of position postselected by a strong measurement of momentum is proportional to the wave function of the system [13, 14] , while a weak measurement of momentum postselected by a strong measurement of position gives the local velocity of a quantum particle [15, 16] .
Most experimental techniques for weak values are developed for photons, whose technology is not easily transferable to industry based on electronics. The few proposals dealing with weak measurements in solid-state systems [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] use particle current measurement (i.e., electron charge detection). Instead, we propose measuring displacement current (i.e. time dependent variations of the electric field) to get information on the position and momentum of a quantum state. Similar to Landauer's proposal [23] which demonstrates that the measured dc current provides information of the quantum transmission coefficient, here, we show that the weak measurement of the ac current flowing through a (properly prepared multiterminal) electron device provides information on the whole quantum state. This new proposal opens original routes to study, both, fundamental physics and quantum engineering.
As an example of the potentialities of our proposal, inspired by the old classical works of Shockley and Ramo [24, 25] , we discuss the measurement of the local (Bohmian) velocity (i.e. the current density divided by the modulus of the wave function) for an electron. Such velocity is obtained from a weak value constructed from two measurements of the displacement current on two different metallic surfaces belonging to a multiterminal device. The electric field generated by a moving electron (which contains information on the electron dynamics) is detected in a large metallic surface even when the electron is far from that surface. Such metallic surface (i.e. the electrons inside) does only weakly perturb the quantum state of the electron. A strong measurement of position can be envisioned by using a small surface that only detects the electric field when the electron is very close. Next, before describing the simpler strong measurement for postselection, we explain the weak measurement.
Weak measurement of the total current.-The measurement of the electrical current can be understood as a two step process. The first step is an electromagnetic propagation of the total current along the cable (that connects the quantum system and the ammeter in Fig.  1 ). The total current through S i is equal to the current through S A far from the active region. This equivalence (due to the divergencelessness of the total current) is exact for the sum of the particle plus the displacement currents, but not for particle current alone. The second step is done by the ammeter that transforms the total current S A into a pointer value.
In this Letter we analyze this two-step many-body quantum measurement with the corresponding quantum errors and backaction [26] . We define the density matrices of the system and the probe, at the initial time t 0 , aŝ ρ sys (t 0 ) andρ pro (t 0 ), respectively. The time evolution of the density matrix of the entangled system between the initial time t 0 and the final time t m is:
where the unitary operatorÛ (t 0 , t m ), which contains the free part of the system and of the probe as well as the electromagnetic interaction between them, is the responsible of the first step, i.e., translating the total current from S i towards S A (see Fig. 1 ). The second step of the measurement is done at time t m by a projective measurement of the probe performed by the ammeter. Such measurement provides the valueĨ on the pointer [27] . Thus, the probability of the specific resultĨ associated with the eigenstate |Ĩ in the ammeter arXiv:1508.00248v2 [quant-ph] 2 Jun 2016 at time t m is:
whereρ pro (t m ) = Tr sys (ρ tot (t m )) is the reduced density matrix of the probe, with Tr sys the partial trace operation over the system coordinates. Hereafter, we will consider only one particle in the system, while considering an arbitrary large number N P of particles in the probe.
FIG. 1.
Schematic representation of the whole setup divided into three regions. The system is enclosed in the volume Ω (red dashed lines) with an electron inside. The left and right probes (cables) with NP electrons ensuring that the total current on the left surface Si is equal to that on the left SA (green dashed-dotted lines). Finally, the left and right meters (ammeters) indicate the measured value of the total current (the right probe and meter will be substituted in Fig. 3 (b) by a multiterminal structure).
The standard way of describing the probability P(Ĩ, t m ) is not by referring to the whole probe's coordinates in Eq. (2), but only to the quantum system's coordinates:
whereρ sys (t m ) = Tr pro (ρ tot (t m )) is the system reduced density matrix, with Tr pro the partial trace operation over the probe's coordinate. In Eq. (3), we defineÎ(Ĩ) as a general positive operator-valued measure (POVM):
with g(Ĩ, I) a real positive number. If we introduce the quantum system density matrixρ sys (t m ) = Next, we discuss in what conditions the measurement of the total current provides information on the momentum of the quantum system. Displacement current and momentum measurement.-The (quantum ensemble) value of the total current I can be computed [28, 29] straightforwardly as the sum of particle plus displacement current on the surface S i :
where is the dielectric constant, J c (r, t) the quantum ensemble value of the quantum particle current density and E(r, t) the quantum ensemble value of the electric field on the surface. Identically, from the RamoSchockley-Pellegrini theorem with a quasistatic approximation that neglects the vector potential (magnetic) contribution [28] [29] [30] [31] , such a mean value in Eq. (6) can be written as
where S is the close surface of the volume Ω (see Fig.  1 ) that contains S i and V (r, t) is the ensemble value of the electrostatic potential. In the particular situation where electron transport takes place between two metallic surfaces included into Ω, no variation of the potential appears on these surfaces, i.e., d V (r, t) /dt = 0. If the square of the distance between the metallic surfaces is smaller than the area of the surfaces, [28, 32] . Then, Eq. (7) is rewritten as
where p(t) Ω is the mean value of the momentum in the volume Ω of the device. We have assumed that the support of the density matrix of the quantum system is inside the volume Ω. See Ref.
[26] for an alternative demonstration of Eq. (8) . The experimental evaluation of this mean momentum requires the knowledge of the probabilities in Eq. (5). Numerical evaluation of P(Ĩ, t).-In order to compute the probability P(Ĩ, t), one needs to simulate the time evolution in Eq. (1) and use Eq. (2). Obviously, the exact solution of this problem is not accessible, but fortunately we can provide some reasonable simplifications to handle this problem. The many-particle Coulomb interaction among electrons is enough to consider the transmission of the total current from S i towards S A [29, 30, 33] .
To numerically treat the problem we use the method reported in Ref. [34] based on the definition of conditional wave functions ψ
.., t) for each i-particle with Ψ the many particle wave function [34] [35] [36] [37] . For simplicity, the quantum system is treated as a 1D system. The capital letter X j i (t) denotes the actual (Bohmian) particle 3D position. The subindex i = 1, ..., N P +1 refers to the particle in the quantum system plus the N P particles in the probe. The superindex j = 1, ..., M denotes one (of the infinite) particular selections of the initial positions. The time evolution of ψ j 1 (x 1 , t) is obtained by solving numerically the following single-particle (conditional) Schrödinger-type equation:
where
) is the conditional Coulomb potential felt by the system and H 0 is its free Hamiltonian. The trajectory X j 1 (t) is obtained from the so-called guidance equation v
. This numerical method [34] for our problem allows the following: (i) A manageable treatment of the many-particle interaction of Eq. (1) for a small interaction [38] and (ii) a simple treatment of Eq. (2) by using, for each experiment, one channelized conditional wave function Ψ( [37] . The quantum probabilities computed from Bohmian trajectories are, by construction, identical to the ones obtained from standard quantum tools. Once an (infinite) j = 1, ..., M ensemble of initial positions are considered, we compute the probability
, with Θ(x) the Heaviside function. The measured total current I j (t) is computed as: (10) where E j is the electric field generated on the surface S i by the 1 + N P particles X In Fig. 2 we show the numerical results of P(Ĩ, t m ) when M = 55000 for a large surface S A , i.e., for S A L 2 x . For simplicity, the electron 1 in the quantum system is moved only in the 1D transport direction x through Eq. (9) interacting, through Coulomb potentials, with the other electrons in the left and right probes. The N P electrons are simulated semiclassically in a 3D space taking into account the many-body Coulomb interaction among them (and with the particle in the system) plus the interaction with a bath of phonons at room temperature. Although we obtain a large dispersion of values of I, its mean value exactly coincides with the mean value I obtained without including the N P electrons in the metals. In addition, we observe that the system is only slightly modified by the interaction with the electrons in the metal when the distance is reduced (see inset in Fig.  2) .
We use Eq. (5) to find g(Ĩ, I). The support of the function P(Ĩ, t) is much larger than the current (momentum) distribution of the wave function, |a known directly from the wave function |ψ J . Therefore, we can approximate |a
We have used J p J (t) = 1. From these last results, along with Fig. 2 and Eq. (8), we obtain a specific expression for the 1D version of the operator in Eq. (4):Î w (p w ) ≈ C w dp e
where σ w is the width of the Gaussian distribution in Fig.  2 (related to the specific plasma oscillations of the metal probes) and C w is a suitable normalization constant. The subindex w reflects the particular geometry of the device that leads to a weak measurement. Measurement of Bohmian velocities.-Hereafter, to show the possibilities of these weak measurements of the displacement current, we provide a proposal for measuring the Bohmian velocity of a quantum particle. We consider a multiterminal device where there are two metallic surfaces working as sensing electrodes. See Fig. 3(b) . The length of the device is L x = 280 nm and the surface S w ≈ 10 −11 m 2 , satisfying the relation S w L 2
x . The total current can be obtained from the operator in Eq. (11) . The other electrode is divided into n surfaces, each one electrically insulated from the others, connected to its s i −ammeter and satisfying the opposite relation S si L 2 x . In these small surfaces the total current in Eq. (7) can be computed from F (r) x = −αe −α(|r−rs|) with α = 2/S si and r s = {x s , y s , z s } the central position of S si [32] . Here, Eq. (7) provides a measurement of the total current that becomes different from zero when the particle is going to cross one of the small surfaces of Fig.  3(b) . In this small surface, the 1D version of the total current operator in Eq. (4) is:
where σ 2 s is related to S si in Fig. 3(b) . See Ref.
[26] for an alternative derivation of Eq. (12) .
The
which under the condition σ w ( /σ s ) becomes
where m is the particle mass and v(x s , t m ) is exactly the Bohmian velocity. See Ref.
[26] for an explicit development from Eq. (13) till Eq. (14) . Hereafter, to provide a realistic estimation on how many experiments M are needed to capture typical quantum interference phenomena in electronic devices and to understand the backaction in the system, we provide a direct numerical simulation of the whole weak value procedure by simulating Eq. (1) from t 0 till t m and a posterior measurement through Eq. (3) using the conditional wave function technique mentioned in Eq. (9), without using the operators defined in Eq. (11) and Eq. (12). In Fig.  3(a) it is reported the Bohmian velocity v(x s , t) obtained from an ensemble of M = 55000 (identically prepared) two-time measurement experiments calculated from Eq. (14) . The different errors are due to the different number of particles that effectively arrive at each position. In order to see interference effects we consider as initial wave function ψ(x 1 , 0) a superposition of two Gaussian wave packets, in the motion direction x, whose central positions are separated of 50 nm at the initial time (see Fig. 3c ). Each Gaussian wave packet has the same dispersion of 3 nm and energy of 0.0905 eV . The velocity field exhibits the typical interference pattern.
In Fig. 3(c) we report the comparison of the trajectories obtained from the described procedure and the wave function of the single particle problem. As expected, the trajectories are more dense near the maximum and less dense near the minimum of the interference pattern.
Conclusions.-In conclusion, we have presented an experimental proposal for measuring weak values of position and momentum in solid state devices. In particular, we show how the Bohmian velocity of a (massive) electron can be obtained from weak values of the displacement currents in a multiterminal electron device. We emphasize that the Wiseman's protocol [15] for (weak) measuring the Bohmian velocity was developed for massive nonrelativistic particles (not for massless relativistic ones). So, our Bohmian velocity measurement for electrons in solid-state structures exactly fulfills the nonrelativistic scenario contemplated in Ref. [15] , while the local velocity of an ensemble of relativistic photons measured in the pioneering work of Kocsis et al. [39] does not. The feasibility of our proposal has been tested numerically in the iconic double-slit experiment at room temperature.
In real experiments, for samples at low temperatures with few microns coherence length [40] , the protocol presented here can be implemented with frequencies below 50 GHz.
Our protocol implies the use of the (now available) single electron sources [41, 42] , while standard thermal injection in solid-state devices would provide the (ensemble) velocity of the mixed state [43] . This work opens the path for answering intricate fundamental questions and developing new quantum engineering applications using the successful electronic/semiconductor industry. 
A -DERIVATION OF THE BOHMIAN VELOCITY FROM KRAUS OPERATORS
Alternatively to the numerical experiment developed in the letter (see Fig. 3 in the letter), hereafter we provide a detailed analytical derivation of Eq. (14) using the Kraus operatorsÎ w andÎ s defined in the letter, Eq. (11) and Eq. (12), respectively. We rewrite the final expression here as:
. (15) First, we calculate the probability P(x s ) in denominator of the last expression as:
again it is possible to calculate the integral between squared parenthesis in the last expression, C 2 w dp w p w e
Then Eq. (23) becomes: dp w p w P(p w ∩ x s ) = = dp dp p + p 2 e
making the same steps done from Eq. (18) till Eq. (20), Eq. (25) becomes: dp w p w P(p w ∩ x s ) = = dp dp p + p 2 e
If Eq. (21) is satisfied then Eq. (26) becomes:
sÎsÛtmp |ψ (27) where in the last expression it has been used the propertyp = p|p p|dp. If one writes the momentum operator in position representation easily realizes that the expression between parenthesis in the last line of Eq. (27) is
and thus its real part is
Therefore, using Eq. (22) and Eq. (29), the right hand side of Eq. (15) becomes: 1 m dp
which is the result in Eq. (14) of the letter that we wanted to demonstrate.
B -DISPLACEMENT CURRENT AND MOMENTUM MEASUREMENTS ON A LARGE SURFACE
In the text, we use the quantum version of the RamoShockley-Pellegrini theorems in Eq. (8) to demonstrate that the measurement of the displacement current in a large surface is equal to the momentum measurement. Hereafter, we provide an alternative demonstration of Eq. (9) in the text through the use of the Conditional wave function algorithm described in the letter.
According to our discussion in the letter, the capital letters {X j i (t), Y j i (t), Z j i (t)} denotes the actual (Bohmian) positions of the particles, where i identifies the i − th particle and j define one (from the infinite) particular selections of the initial positions. The flux of the electric field through a general ideal surface S w (see Fig. 1 ), defined as a plane of area L y · L z perpendicular to thex direction and placed in x = x w , i.e. defined by the points {x w , 0 ≤ y ≤ L y , 0 ≤ z ≤ L z }, generated by a particle in position {X, Y, Z} can be calculated as:
where we have eliminated the superindex j, subindex i and time t to simplify the notation. The electric field E is just computed from the Coulomb force of the electron in the mentioned surface. In the simple case in which the particle is located in {X, L y /2, L z /2}, and it moves only in thex direction and
Let us evaluate Eq. (31) in the situation in which S w (x w − X) 2 . This means that the maximum distance (squared) between the electron inside the device active region and the surface is much smaller than the surface itself. In order to work out an approximate form for Eq. (31) in this regime it can be considered the following change of variable χ = (x w − X). For simplicity, we assume that the electron is located on the left of the surface (i.e. X < x w → χ > 0) then:
Then, calling
such that the condition S w χ 2 becomes equivalent to ξ 1. So Eq. (33) becomes simply:
Remembering
In Eq. (35) the term tan −1 (2ξ) can be expanded obtaining:
This last expression, Eq. (36), can be truncated at first order of ξ for our large surface. Thus recalling the original variables one arrives at:
Eq. (37) is an important results, it demonstrates that the flux of the electric field generated by a particle in a very large surface is proportional to the position of the electron. Now it can be discussed the general problem considered here, i.e. derive a microscopic analysis of the measurement of the total electrical current in a large metallic surface. In order to do that one has to "enlarge" the system considering also all the electrons composing the metallic surface, as done described in the main text. Without assuming nothing about the dynamics of the electrons in the metal, one can say that they contribute to the flux of the total electric field as described by Eq. (30) by superposition principle. One obtains, suppressing the dependence on x w and making reference to the position of the electron in the device as X 1 , the following expression:
where the actual Bohmian positions of the particles X i have been used and α is a suitable constant. In Eq. (38) one can clearly see that the total electric flux is due to a contribution from the electron in the system ∝ X 1 and another due to all the other electrons in the metal. So far, it has been considered that the electron in the active region of the device is not crossing the surface and therefore one gets that the total electric current is due only to the displacement current contribution. So the total current becomes:
where v xi ∀i is the x-component of the Bohmian velocity of the i-particle. One can reasonably assume that, for a large number of particles in the cable, we get N k=2 ∇Φ(X k (t)) · v k ≈ 0. So, finally we arrive to the result in Eq. (9),
Eq. (40) shows that the mean value of the total electrical current in a large metallic surface is proportional to the mean value of the momentum (x-component, i.e. the component perpendicular to the surface) of the quantum particle in the device. Let us emphasize that we arrive to the same result, Eq. (9) in the letter, from completely different arguments, without using the Ramo-ShockleyPellegrini expressions, nor the quantum expression of the particle current density.
C -FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE OF THE WEAK MEASUREMENT OF THE MOMENTUM
Here it is addressed the question on how the frequency on which the measurement is performed influenced the weakness of the measurement. In general a weak measurement requires that: the measurement does not perturb (too much) the wave function, that the information extracted from a single experiment is not reliable and that the mean value corresponds exactly to the mean value of a strong measurement of the same quantity. In Fig. 2a in the letter it has been shown that if one wants precise information about the measured system, the perturbation of the wave function is increased, and vice versa. It has been also proven that the mean value obtain from the simulations with ammeter is equal to the mean value without ammeter (of the system alone), as clearly shown in Fig. 2 .
In the letter, we show numerically and explicitly that the weak measurement of the total current can be written in the language of Gaussian measurement Kraus operator as:Î w (p w ) = C w dpe
where p is the momentum (x-component) of the particle in the device, which is exactly the form used in the main text. Now, it will be discussed how the width σ w of the Gaussian measurement Kraus operator changes with the frequency of the current measurement. In Fig. 4 it is reported how σ w varies with the frequency of the measurement. It can be seen that lowering the frequency yields to a more precise (mean) information about the system measured. As said in Ref. [27] our ammeter have to work at a frequency f < 1/τ where τ is the dwell time of the electron in the specific device, otherwise we will not get information about the interference pattern of the wave function in the numerical experiment considered in the main text.
D -TOTAL CURRENT AND POSITION MEASUREMENTS ON A SMALL SURFACE
In the letter, we have demonstrated through the use of the quantum version of the Ramo-Shockley-Pellegrini theorem that, in the case of a surface S s , where the electrical flux is collected is very small, compared to the distance of the electron from the surface, the measurement of the displacement current can be interpreted as a position measurement. Here we provide an alternative demonstration of Eq. (12) in the letter through the use of the Conditional wave function algorithm described in the letter.
We consider the case in which the surface S s , where the electrical flux is collected is very small compared to the distance of the electron from the surface χ = x s − X. Specifically one has to consider Eq. (32) in the limit in which S s χ assuming as before that the electron is on the left of the surface, i.e. χ > 0. Making the following change of variable ξ = Ss 2χ 2 the previous condition becomes equivalent to study the condition ξ 1 for the function
it can be easily seen that the first order expansion of the last expression is:
The physical interpretation of this term is quite natural: the contribution of a particle to the total flux measured in a small surface is only relevant when the particle is "near" the surface. This means that the contribution is relevant when the electron cross the surface. i.e:
We note that the function (31) has a discontinuity in the point X = x s of the first kind. This is just an artificial result due to the consideration of the displacement current alone. If we add the particle current in the discussion of the total flux of the electric field, then the total current has no discontinuity. The particle current is just a delta function centered at x s , i.e. qδ(X − x s ).
Thus, since the flux of the displacement current can be interpreted (roughly) as a type of Heaviside step function, its time derivative will be also proportional to a delta function. Therefore, the total (quantum ensemble) current measured on the small surface S s will be :
where ψ(x 1 , t) is the wave function of the electron in the device. Eq. (45) explains the obvious relation that measuring the total current in a small surface provides information whether or not the particle is passed through the surface. In principle a treatment including the rest of the electrons of the system can be provided but in this case the result obtained does not change; in fact the electron in the device contributes to the total current only when pass through the small surface and then when the interaction with all the others electrons in the metal is strong (the distance between the electron in the quantum system and the metal electrons is very small, implying a strong perturbation ).
Thus it is possible to write the measurement of the total current in a small surface S s in the language of the Gaussian measurement Kraus operator as:
|x x|,
which is exactly the form used in the Eq. (12) in the letter.
E -CLASSICAL TREATMENT OF THE ELECTRIC FIELD
The treatment of the electromagnetic interaction between electrons is treated classically in the sense that no quantization of photons is considered. Although it is a typical assumption in most of the high frequency simulations of electron devices, hereafter we provide a detailed justification. Following Ref. [31] we have that an electric field can be treated classically if the following condition is satisfied:
This condition arise from counting the number of photons in a time interval ∆t. In our simulations we have that the time interval is the inverse of the frequency reported in Fig. 2 , so ∆t = 2 · 10 −14 s. For this value of the interval of time ∆t the right hand side of Eq. (47) is:
We do not have, from the simulations, the direct information about the modulus of the electric field, but it can be estimated from the flux of the electric field through the surface used for detecting the displacement current. In particular from the simulations reported in the main text we have:
where |Ē| is the modulus of the mean electric field over the entire surface. In the simulations reported in the main text we have used a surface of S w = 10 −13 m 2 . The flux of the electric field, through the same surface, is Φ ≈ 7 · 10 −10 V · m. Thus for these values of the parameter we have
satisfying the relation reported in Eq. (47) and thus justifying the use of a classical electrical field in our simulations. We remind that, due to the dimensions of our device, we can use the (non-local) Coulomb potential as a reliable approximation in our simulations. This is a standard approximation for transport in mesoscopic systems.
